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ABSTRACT 

Right to life may be a basic natural right of the citizenry. it's a basic right warranted 

underneath Part-III (Article 21) of the Indian Constitution. Article 21 of the Indian 

Constitution states that “no person shall be bereft of his life or personal liberty except in step 

with procedure established by law”. The phrasing is also negative, however it's presented an 

obligation on the state to make sure sensible quality of life and a dignified life to the 

individuals, that is that the positive side of the article. The foreigners are the maximum 

amount entitled to the proper because the voters.  

Now this right to life has been taken by the Indian judiciary in numerous ways that thus on 

embody inside its scope many new rights comparable to the proper to measure with human 

dignity, right to resource, right to shelter, right to privacy, right to food, right to education, 

right to induce pollution free air and water and a few alternative rights that are quite essential 

to boost the condition of the lifetime of the individuals, i.e. - for actuality enjoyment of the 

proper to life.  

But will this right to life be taken to such an extent that ends up in its self destruction or self 

opposition? that's, will it embody inside its range the proper to not live or the right to die? this 

is often the crucial purpose wherever the controversy arises involving ethical, legal, medical 

and even political problems.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Death is outlined because the termination of life. Death is classified essentially into 2 types (i) 

natural and (ii) unnatural death. It is caused by the action moreover because the inaction of 

someone. inflicting the extinction of a life artificially by the action of oneself over his own self 

or over somebody else is virtuously dangerous moreover as wrongfully punishable. however 

there are exceptions too. In sure circumstances death is allowed once it's with the complete and 

real consent of the one that goes to die. it's a awfully true proven fact that we tend to worry 

death, atleast a premature death. each living being during this world needs to measure a 

protracted life and by every doable suggests that wants to extend the longevity of their lives. 

Even recent advancements in medical technology will facilitate prolong death that is finished by 

providing external respiration and nutrition to the patient who is terminally unwell or in a very 

vegetative state for years along. thus why is there a desire felt for the proper to die???  

For a standard man, once life becomes much more painful and intolerable than death, then it's 

terribly traditional for him to want death. This voluntary clench of death is understood as 

euthanasia or euthanasiaing. euthanasia is additionally termed as “dayamaranâ”. Some 

individuals because the nice saints or heroic persons embrace “echchamarana” or willful death, 

once they feel that they need achieved the aim of their lives. There are differing kinds of 

voluntary deaths in our country just like the “satia”, “joharsa”, “samadhia”, “prayopaveshana” 

(starving to death) etc.  

VOLUNTARY DEATH FROM THE HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL 

PERSPECTIVE  

Hinduism and Buddhism enable prayopaveshan since it's a passive, calm and far time taking 

manner of ending life and it happens by starving oneself to death at the proper time, i.e. - once 

the person has achieved his aims in life and finished performing arts all the duties and 

responsibilities that were allotted to him and his body becomes a burden. Prayopaveshan is for 

those that are content with their lives. whereas on the opposite hand, suicide may be a fast act 

and related to the sentiments of anger, frustration, depression, i.e. - those that don't seem to be 

content with their lives have an inclination to euthanasia that is why it's not allowed by any of 
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those religions. tho' there's a division of views concerning euthanasia in Buddhism, the foremost 

common read is that voluntary euthanasia mustn't be allowable. once more there are two views 

of Hinduism concerning euthanasia that are contradictory, one is supporting euthanasia as an 

ethical deed and another is considering euthanasia as a foul deed that disturbs the life and death 

cycle.  

Ancient Indian philosophical tradition additionally justifies the concept of a person willing his 

own death. As per Hindu mythology Lord Rama and his brothers took “jal samadhia” in 

watercourse Saryu close to Ayodhya. Ancient Indian history additionally tells that Lord Buddha 

and Lord Mahavir earned death by seeking it. Jainism provides full consent to its followers who 

need to embrace death largely by fast, if they believe that “moksha” is achieved that manner. 

Muslim, Christian and mortal laws are all against suicide and even euthanasia. in step with these 

religions , all human life is sacred since it's given by God, and citizenry mustn't interfere during 

this. The Roman Christian church regards euthanasia as virtuously wrong since it's continually 

educated however vital the commandment “you shall not euthanasia” is. The idea of willful 

death is traceable to philosopher, Plato, and Stoics in Ancient Greek and Roman philosophy 

moreover. In ancient Hellenic Republic and Rome, serving to others to place finish to their lives 

was additionally allowable in sure things.  

SUICIDE, SELF-ANNIHILATION AND EUTHANASIA SUICIDE  

Suicide is a technique to exercise the proper to die. typically once individuals don't seem to be 

content with their lives they value more highly to euthanasia. This discontentedness will arise 

thanks to numerous factors comparable to mental illness, intolerable physical ailments, affliction 

by socially frightening diseases, depression or losing every kind of interests to measure or a way 

of shame or disgrace, physical incapacity and plenty of alternative such factors.  

Assisted suicide: self-annihilation happens once another person assists the one that is willing to 

euthanasia, with all the steerage and tools to require his own life, with the intention that no 

matter he's providing the person with, are used for fulfilling this purpose solely. Physicians also 

can assist someone in committing suicide that is termed “physician power-assisted suicidea”. In 

India, underneath sections 305 and 306 of the I.P.C., 1860, encouragement of suicide is expressly 

punishable.  
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Euthanasia: It is outlined because the intentional euthanasiaing by act or omission of a 

dependent person for his or her alleged profit. The term was derived from the Greek words “eua” 

and “thanatosa” which implies “good or simple death”. There are five kinds of euthanasia, 

particularly: (i) Active, (ii) passive, (iii) voluntary, (iv) involuntary, (v) non voluntary. Active 

euthanasia suggests that a positive merciful act to finish useless sufferings and a purposeless 

existence. it's an act of commission. Passive euthanasia suggests that to let die. It implies 

discontinuing life sustaining measures which will prolong life. It also can embody an act of 

omission comparable to failure to resuscitate a terminally unwell patient or not effecting a life 

extending operation, etc. Voluntary euthanasia happens once the person involved provides his 

consent for it. Involuntary euthanasia is practising euthanasia against the need of the person. 

Again, non voluntary euthanasia happens once the person is in such a condition that he cannot 

probably provide his consent. His relatives might consent for his death at that point. Both 

euthanasia and self-annihilation are thought of misappropriated in several countries since they'll 

quantity to murder in disguise.  

In India, euthanasia is punishable underneath clause one of section three hundred of I.P.C. Non 

voluntary and involuntary euthanasia is stricken down by precondition one to section ninety two 

of the I.P.C. Regulation vi.7 of the Indian Medical Council (Professional Conduct, prescript and 

Ethics) rules, 2002 additionally declares euthanasia as an unethical act.  

In fashionable formulation, the “freedom to die” looks to possess emerged from the rights of 

privacy, autonomy and self-determination. however the important issue these days is of 3 types:  

(i) The those that need to euthanasia themselves. The act of suicide is an offence however it's 

uphill to penalise the individual who is winning in committing it. The plan to euthanasia is but 

punishable underneath section 309 of I.P.C.  in some countries, this is often not punishable.  

(ii) The those that are able to specific their want to euthanasia however are infirm thanks to some 

reason and wish help from others.  

(iii) The those that don't seem to be capable enough to consent to their death as a result of 

physical or mental incapacity.  
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ARGUMENTS FOR LEGALIZING WILLFUL DEATH  

(i) the most important argument in favour of this is often that, it's some way to finish a 

particularly miserable and painful life. Insistence to shelve the death against patient’s needs are 

against law, unwise, inhuman and not medically sound.  

(ii) The relations of the dying patient are mitigated of the physical, emotional, economical and 

mental stress upon them. It additionally provides comfort to the patient and causes relief of his 

pain.  

(iii) The patients even have a right to refuse medical treatment. If a doctor treats a patient against 

his specific needs, he is charged with assault.  

(iv) Performance of euthanasia can unlock the medical funds of the state to assist alternative poor 

and impoverished individuals.  

(v) a private has the liberty to exercise his right to die.  

Constitution guarantees the basic rights and freedoms wherever a positive right includes a 

negative right. as an instance, freedom of speech includes inside it freedom to not speak, etc.  

ARGUMENTS AGAINST LEGALIZING EUTHANASIA  

(i) Indian society, driven by faith, won't settle for the construct of euthanasia because the non 

secular scriptures defy it.  

(ii) exploitation of euthanasia will ensue.  

(iii) The poor individuals might resort to the present so as to avoid the monetary difficulties of 

medication.  

(iv) previous and needy are typically thought of as burden and folks will create use of this to 

shove along their responsibilities.  
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(v) permitting euthanasia will devalue human dignity and can offend the principle of holiness of 

life. it'll leave sick, disabled individuals a lot of vulnerable than the remainder of the population 

and might additionally offer a “cloak for murder”.  

JUDICIAL VIEW 

The first case that brought the difficulty of right to die before the courts is State v. Sanjay Kumar 

chromium. L.J., 935} whereby the Delhi judicature criticized the section 309 and thought of it to 

be “an anachronism and a paradox” This call was followed by two conflicting choices of the 

Mumbai judicature and therefore the Andhra Pradesh judicature within the cases of Maruti 

Sripati Dubal v. State of geographic region chromium. L.J., 743} and Chenna Jagadeeswar v. 

State of Andhra Pradesh atomic number 24. L.J., 549} severally. within the 1st case, section 309 

was thought of offending of Article twenty one and within the second case it had been command 

constitutionally valid. In P. Rathinam v. State of U.O.I. and another , {again|once a lot of} 

section 309 was thought of unconstitutional and it had been over that the penal laws ought to be 

more humane. however presently this call was overruled in Smt. Gian Kaur v. State of 

geographic area and it had been command that Article twenty one doesn't embody a right to die. 

it had been any command that right to life may be a natural right however suicide being 

unnatural termination of life is incompatible with it. but the court seems to possess allowable 

passive euthanasia. the newest call elapsed the Apex Court is “Active euthanasia is illegitimate. 

Passive euthanasia is permissible, however it ought to be done underneath the direction of the 

judicature.” 

 This call was passed within the famed Aruna Shaunbag case and therefore the Supreme Court 

rejected the plea or petition to permit her euthanasiaing.  

CONCLUSION 

it is aforesaid that to resolve this dialogue, the conflict between the principle of holiness of life 

and therefore the rights of self determination And dignity of a private is to be resolved 1st and 

right to die mustn't be generalized however ought to be exercised as an exception within the 

rarest of rare cases. 


